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A job interview is the gateway to landing a job, so you should prepare for the opportunity to receive an interview question to which you do not know how to answer. This can also happen to people who have done thorough research on a potential employer and have extensive experience of the profession for which they are being
considered. Typical advice is to prepare for difficult questions, but going through a long list of questions and practicing how to answer each one does not exclude you from feeling confused by the hard question. There are several options at your disposal: admit that you do not know the answer and go to the next question, offer an answer
that will appear in connection with the question, or ask a probing question and see if your interviewers will throw you a bone. Along the way, a conversational question could produce a visceral answer, such as bad taste in your mouth, and you won't get a good answer. If the interviewer asks what company you would ideally work for, you
could fall into a trap. Career Builder Rachel Zupek writes that you should never say that you would choose a different company than the one where you interviewed. Focus back on this particular work. Say :I love the opportunities currently available in your organization, and I am eager to share what special resources I can bring to this
work. To reject the question, try If it's ok with you, I'd like to move on to the next question. Trying to answer a question is a risk if you don't lose points on the interview list evaluation. If you get questions about why you were fired, answer that you were never sure of the reason, but you always did your best. If you get a technical question
that stumps you up, be honest. I don't know the technical answer, but I'd talk to the people in my department to get this information. Let me tell you about a similar problem that I solved in my last job. Talking about a related issue could earn points for technical knowledge. Your employer might ask questions that don't actually have the right
answer. In this case, your answer is only a chance for the employer to assess your personality. You could be asked for something that seems unrelated, like tell me what kind of superhero you'd like to be and why. Can you go full force into your answer, or could you first say something like What kind of superheroes would be best suited
here in your company? or What was the most popular answer? If you discuss your favorite superhero, make sure you join the character on what you have to offer the organization. Or take the opportunity to share the winning aspects of yourself, such as being a comedian or excel at steep rock climbing. She has been writing professionally
about author Audra Bianca since 2007, with her work covering various subjects and appearing on various websites. Her favorite audience to write for are small-business entrepreneurs and job search. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in History master's degree in public administration from the University of Florida. The most frequently asked
UNIX Shell Scripting Interview Questions and Answers to help you prepare for the upcoming Interview: Shell scripting or programming mostly consists of the features that today's modern programming languages offer. Directly from simple to complex script can be developed using scripting environments. This is nothing more than a series
of UNIX commands written in a plain text file to perform a specific task. And also with the help of shell scripting, the tasks of everyday life can be automated. There are hardly a few documents available over the internet to shell scripting interview questions and answers. Therefore, I chose Shell Scripting as my topic to help those who are
in need of it.= &gt; Read the full UNIX Training Guide HereBest Shell Scripting Interview QuestionsHere's list of the 60 most important Shell Scripting Interview Questions and Answers, which covers almost every aspect related to shell scripting for the benefit of its users. Q #1) What is a shell? A: Shell is a command interpreter that
interprets a user-given command into the kernel. It can also be defined as the interface between the user and the operating system. Q #2) What is a scripting environment? A: Scripting an environment is nothing more than a series or sequence of UNIX commands written in a plain text file. Instead of typing one task/command at a time, in
shell scripting, we give a list of Unix commands, such as a to-do list in a file, so that we can run them. Q #3) What is the meaning of writing environment scripts? A: The inclusions below explain the importance of writing environment scripts. The shell script takes input from the user' file and displays it on the screen. Shell scripting is very
useful when creating custom commands. This is useful in automating some tasks of everyday life. This is useful for automating system management tasks. It mainly saves time. Q #4) List of some common and most used UNIX commands. Answer: Due to below is a list of widely used UNIX Commands.Q #5) Shell programs are stored in
what file? A: Environment programs are stored in a file named sh. Q #6) What are the different types of shells available? A: There are primarily 4 important types of shells that are widely used. And they include: Bourne Shell (sh)C Shell (csh)Korn Shell (ksh)Bourne Again Shell (bash)Q #7) What are the advantages of C Shell over Bourne
Shell? Answer: The advantages of C Shell for Bourne Shell are: C shell allows aliasing of commands, ie. This feature is especially useful if the user has to type a long command over and over again. At this point, instead of entering a lengthy command, the user can enter the name assigned to them. Environment C provides a command
history feature. Remembers the command you entered earlier. This avoids typing the command over and over again. Q #8) In a typical UNIX environment, there are how many cores and Answer: Answer: unix environment, only one kernel and many shells are available. Q #9) Is a separate compiler required to run the environment
program? A: A separate compiler is not required to run an environment program. The environment itself interprets the command in the environment program and executes it. Q #10) How many environment scripts are supplied with unix operating system? A: There are approximately 280 environment scripts that come with the UNIX
operating system. Q #11) When should i use environment programming/scripting? A: In general, environment programming and scripting should not be used in the instances below. When a task is very complex, such as writing the entire payroll processing system. Where a high degree of productivity is required. When it needs or involves
various software tools. Q #12) The basis of the shell program relies on what fact? A: The basis of environment programming is the fact that the Unix shell can receive commands not only from the keyboard, but also from the file. Q #13) What are the default permissions for a file when it is created? Answer: 666 i.e. rw-rw-rw- is the default
file permission when it is created. Q #14) What can I use to edit file permissions? A: File permissions can be edited using umask. Q #15) How to accomplish any task through shell script? A: Any task can be performed using a shell script to prompt the dollar ($) and vice versa. Q #16) What are environment variables? A: Environment
variables are a major part of programming or scripting the environment. In particular, they provide the ability to store and manipulate information within an environment program. Q #17) What are the two types of environment variables? Explain briefly. A: Two types of environment variables are:#1) UNIX defined variables or system
variables — These are standard or shell defined variables. In general, they are defined in capital letters. Example: SHELL - This is a Unix Defined or System Variable that defines the name of the default working shell.#2) User-defined variables — these are defined by the user. In general, they are defined in lowercaseExample: $ a = 10 -
Here the user defined a variable named 'a' and the assigned value as 10.Q #18) How are environment variables stored? Explain this with a simple example. A: Environment variables are stored as string variables. Example: $ and =10V of the above command and = 10, 10 stored in 'a' is not considered a number, but as a string of
characters 1 and 0.Q #19) What is the lifetime of the variable inside the script environment? A: The lifetime of a variable inside an environment script is only until the end of execution. Q #20) How to make variables as immutable? A: Variables can be made immutable using read-only. For example, if we want the variable 'a' value to remain
as 10 and not change, then we can achieve this using read-only. Example: $a = $10 read-only aQ #21) How can variables be destroyed? Ans: Variables can be erased or erased using the unset command. Example: $a = $20 unset using the above command variable 'a' and its value value erased from Shell memory. WARNING: Be
careful when using this weaning command. Q #22) What are the positional parameters? Explain this by example. A: Positional parameters are environment-defined variables. And they are used whenever we need to communicate program information. And you can do this by entering arguments at the command line. There are a total of 9
positional parameters currently available, i.e. $0 -&gt; Test (Shell Program/Script Name) $1 -&gt;Indian $2 -&gt; IT and so on. Q #23) What he's doing. (period) at the beginning of the file name and how should it be listed? A: The file name that begins with the letter a. (period) is called a hidden file. Whenever we try to list files, there will be
a list of all files except hidden files. But it will be present in the directory. And the list hidden file we need to use -option ls. ie $ ls -a.Q #24) In general, each block in UNIX is how many bytes? A: Each block in UNIX is 1024 bytes. Q #25) By default, will have a new file and a new directory that is being created, how many links? A: The new
file contains one link. And the new directory contains two links. Q #26) Explain file permissions. A: There are 3 types of file permissions, as shown below: The above permissions are assigned primarily to the owner, group, and others, i.e. of the 9 characters, the first set of 3 characters decides/indicates the permissions that are held by the
file owner. Another set of 3 characters indicates permissions for other users in the group to which the file owner belongs. And the last 3 sets of characters indicate permissions for users who are outside the group. Of the 3 characters that belong to each set, the first character indicates the permission to read, the second character indicates
write permissions, and the last character indicates the permission to run. Example: $chmod 744 file1It assigns permissions to rwxr-r-file1. Q #27) What is a file system? A: A file system is a collection of files that contain related file information. Q #28) What are the different file system blocks? Explain briefly. A: Below are the main 4
different blocks available on the file system. Super Block: This block mainly tells about the state of the file system, such as how big it is, the maximum number of files can be accommodated, etc. Boot block: This is the beginning of the file system. Contains a bootstrap loader program that starts when the host computer starts. Inode Table:
As we know, all entities in UNIX are treated as files. So the information related to these files is stored in the Inode table. Data block: This block contains the actual contents of the file. Q #29) What are the three different security provisions provided by Unix for a file or data? A: Three different security provisions provided by Unix file or data
is:Provides the user with a unique user ID and password, so that an unknown or unauthorized person should not have access to it. At the file level, it provides security by providing read, write, and boot permissions to access files. Finally, it provides security by encrypting files. This method allows you to encode a file in an un readable
format. Even if someone manages to open the file but can not read its contents until and if it does not decryptQ #30) What are the three editors available in almost all versions of UNIX? Answer: The three editors are ed, ex &amp; vi. Q #31) What are the three modes of operation of editor VI? A: Three modes of operation of vi editors are,
Command mode: In this mode, all user-pressed keys are interpreted as editor commands. Paste mode: This mode allows you to insert new text and edit existing text, and so on. ex-command mode: This mode allows the user to type commands at the command line. Q #32) What is the alternative command available echo and what does it
do? Answer: tput is an alternative command to echo. Using this, we can control the way the output is displayed on the screen. Q #33) How to determine the number of arguments forwarded to the script? A: The number of arguments forwarded to the script can be found below command.echo $#Q #34) What are the management
instructions and how many types of management instructions are available in the shell? Explain briefly. A: Control instructions are those that allow us to determine the order in which different instructions in a program/script are to be executed by a computer. Basically, they determine the flow of control in the program. There are 4 types of
control instructions that are available in the environment. Sequence control instructions: This ensures that the instructions are executed in the same order in which they appear in the program. Selection or Decision Control Instruction: Allows the computer to make a decision about which instruction to follow next. Repeat or loop
instructions: Helps your computer execute a group of commands repeatedly. Case-Control Instruction: Used when we need to choose from several alternatives. Q #35) What are loops and briefly explain three different methods of loops? A: Loops are those that involve repeating any part of a program/script either by a specified number of
retries or until a specific condition is met.3 the methods of loops are: For loop: This is the most commonly used loop. For loop allows you to specify a list of values that a control variable can take in a loop. The loop is then run for each value listed. While Loop: Used in the program when we want to do something for a fixed number of
repetitions. While the loop runs until it returns a zero value. Until Loop: This is similar to a while loop, with the difference that the loop runs until the condition is true. Until the loop returns a non-zero value at least once. Q #36) What is IFS? A: Ifs stands for inner field separator. And it's one of the system variables. By default, its value is
space, tab, and new line. That is, in a line where one field or word ends and the next begins. Q #37) What is the Break command and what is it used for? A: A break is a keyword and is used whenever we want to jump out of a loop immediately without waiting for us to return to the control command. When a keyword is broken inside any
loop in the program, the control is automatically passed the first command in a loop. A break is usually associated with if. Q #38) What is the Continue command and what is it used for? A: Continue is a keyword and is used whenever we want to take control to the beginning of a loop, passing commands inside the loop that have not yet
been executed. If the Continue keyword is detected inside any loop in the program, the control automatically goes to the beginning of the loop. Continue is generally associated with if. Q #39) What are Meta characters in shell? Explain this with a few examples. A: Meta characters are special characters in a program or data field that
provide information about other characters. Regular expressions in the shell are also called. Example:ls s* - Lists all files starting with 's'. Execution via Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:$ cat script1 &gt; script2 – Here the output of the cat command or script1 will go to script2. Execution via Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:$ ls; Who - It will
perform ls first and then who. Performing via Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:Q #40) How to run multiple scripts? Explain this by example. A: In an environment, we can easily run multiple scripts, i.e. scripts. We need to mention the name of the script to be called when we want to invoke it. Example: In the program/script below, when you run
the first two echo statements of script1, the shell script runs script2. When script2 is run, the control returns to script1, which runs the pwd statement and then exits. Code for script1Code for script2Execution script1 via Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput displayed on the Editor when running script1Q #41) Which command must be used to know
how long the system is running? A: You must use the uptime command to determine how long the system has been running. Example: $uptimeFor entering the above command on the shell line, i.e. $ uptime, the output should look like this.9:21am up 86 day(s), 11:46, 3 users, load average: 2.24, 2.18, 2.16Execution over Shell
Interpreter/EditorOutput:Q #42) How to find the current shell you are using? A: We can find the current shell that we use with echo $SHELL. Example: $ echo $SHELLExecution through Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:Q #43) How to find all available shells in your system? A: We'll find all available musses our system with $ cat / etc / shells.
Example: $ cat /etc/shellsExecution over Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:Q #44) How to read keyboard inputs in environment scripts? Answer: Keyboard inputs can be read in shell scripts as below,Script/CodeExecution via Shell Interpreter/EditorOutput:Q #45) How many fields are present in the crontab file and what does each field
specify? A: The crontab file has six fields. The first five fields say cronu when to execute the command: minute (0-59), hour (0-23), day (1-31), month (1-12) and day of the week (0-6, Sunday = 0). And the sixth field contains the command to be executed. Q #46) What are the two crontab command files? A: Two crontab files are:cron.allow
- Decides which users must be allowed to use crontab command.cron.deny - Decides which users should be prevented from using crontab. Q #47) What command should I use to drag a backup? Answer: tar is a command that needs to be used to take a backup. Stands for tape archive. The tar command is mainly used to store and
restore files to and from archival media such as tape. Q #48) What are the different commands available to check disk usage? A: There are three different commands available to check disk usage. They are:df - This command is used to check free disk space.du - This command is used to check the directory wise disk usage.dfspace -
This command is used to check free disk space in terms of MB. Q #49) What are the different communication commands available in Unix/Shell? A: There are basically 4 different communication commands available in unix/shell. And it's mail, messages, walls and motd. Q #50) How to determine the total disk space used by a specific
user, say, a user name is John? Answer: The total disk space used by John can be found as:du -s/home/JohnQ #51) What is Shebang in the script shell? A: Shebang is a # sign followed by an exclamation point, i.e.!. In general, this can be seen at the beginning or at the top of the script / program. The developer typically uses it to prevent
repetitive work. Shebang mainly determines the location of the engine to be used to run the script. Here the symbol #nazývá hash and '!' is called bang. Example: #!/bin/bashThis line also tells you which shell to use. Q #52) What is the command to be used to display the shell's environment variables? Answer: Command to be used to
display the shell's environment variables is env or printenv. Q #53) How to debug problems that occurred in the shell script / program? A: Although it depends on the type of problem. Below are some common methods used to debug problems in a script. Debugging commands can be inserted into the output/display environment script to
help identify the problem. By using set -x, we can enable debugging in the script. Q #54) How to know the variable length? Answer: Variable length can be checked $ {#variable}Q #55) What is between = and ==? Answer:= -&gt; Used to assign variable value. == -&gt; Used to compare strings. Q #56) How to open a read-only file in
Unix/shell? A: A read-only file can be opened: vi - R &lt;File name=&gt;Q #57) How do I read the contents of a file inside a container without extracting it in an environment script? A: The contents of the file inside the container can be read without extracting in the environment script, as shown below. tar -tvf &lt;File name=&gt;.tarQ #58)
What is the difference between diff and cmp? Answer: diff - Basically, it tells about the changes that need to be made to the files identical.cmp - Basically it compares the two files byte byte and displays the very first mismatch. Q #59) Briefly explain the sed command with an example. Answer: sed stands for stream editor. And it is used for
editing a file without using an editor. It is used to modify a given stream, i.e. to modify the stream. Syntax: sed options fileExample:Execution over Shell Interpreter/EditorHere 's' command present in the sed replaces the string Hello with Hi.Output:Q #60) Briefly explain the command awk with an example. Answer: awk is a tool or
command for manipulating data. Therefore, it is used for data manipulation. Syntax: The awk option File nameExample:Script/Codeawk utility/command assigns variables like this. $0 -&gt; For the entire line (e.g. Hello John) $1 -&gt; For the first field &gt;, i.e. Output:Running via Shell Interpreter/EditorUsing script prints only the first word,
i.e. Output:Conclusion After going through all the above questions and answers to shell scripting, mainly we understand that the shell is the interface between the user and the operating system that interprets the command entered by the user into the kernel or operating system. As a result, shell plays an important role in the operating
system. I hope this article would help you understand UNIX and shell scripting concepts in a simple and better way. PREV tutorial | Next tutorial&lt;/File&gt; &lt;/File&gt;
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